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Introduction

Let 1r : x-te bc a ruled surface ovcr a smooth algebraic curve C, defined
over the cOlnplex number field C. Let Cl E Num(X) anel C2 E H 4 (X, Z) ~ Z
be fixed. For any polarization L, denote the IllOduli space of rank-2 vec
tor bundles stable with respect to L in thc sense of MUIllforel-Takelnoto by
ML(CI, C2)' Stable 2-vector bundles over a ruleel surface have been inves
tigated by nlany authors; see, for exalnple [Tl), [T2], [H-S], [QI]. Let us
mention that Takenloto [Tl] showed that there is no rank-2 vector bundle
stable with respect to every polarization L in case that Cl.! is odd (j is a
fiber of the ruled surface X). In this paper we shall stuely algebraic 2-vector
bunelles over ruleel surfaces, but we aelopt another point of view: we shall
study moduli spaces of (algebraic) 2-vector bundlcs over a ruled surface X,
which are defined independent of any amplc divisor (linc bundle) on X, by
taking into account the special geometry of a ruled surface (see [B], [B-StIl,
[B-St2] anel also [Brl], [Br2], [W]).

In section 1 (put for the convenience of tbe reader) we present (see [BD
two numerical invariants d anel r for a 2-vector bundle witb fixed ehern
classes Cl anel C2 and we define tbe set /\1 (Cl , C2 l d, r) of isomorphism classes
of bundles with fixed invariants Cl, C2, d, r. The integer d is given by the
splitting of the bundle on the general fibre anel the integer r is given by
sorne normalization of the bundle. Recall that the set /\1 (Cl, C2, d, r) carries a
natural structure of an algebraic variety (see [BL [B-StIl, [B-St2D. In section
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2 we study uniform vector bundles and we prove the existence of algebraic
vector bundles given by extensions of line bundlcs and which are not uniform.
In section 3 the Inain result gives necessary anel sufficicnt conditions for the
non-emptiness of the space A1 (Cl, C2, d, r) anel we apply this result to the
moduli space of stable bundles ML(CI' C2) in the last section.

1 Moduli spaces of rank-2 vector bundles

In this section we shall recall from ([B], [B-Stl], [B-St2]) sOlne basic notions
and facts.

The notations and the tenninology are those of Hartshorne's book [Ha].
Let C be a nonsingular curve of genus 9 over the complex nUInber field and
let 1f : X~C be a fuled surface over C. \Ve shall write X ~ IP(E) where E is
normalized. Let us denote by e the divisor on C corrcsponding to /\2 E and
by e = -deg(e). \Ve fix a point Po E C and a fibre io = 1f-I(PO) of X. Let
Co be a section of 1f such that Ox(Co) ~ Op(f)(l).

Any eleIuent of IVum(X) .'" H 2 (X, Z) ean be written aGo + bio with
a, b E Z. Wc shall denote by Oc(l) thc invertible shcaf assoeiated to the
divisor Po on C. If L is an element of Pic(C) ,ve shall write L = Oc(k) ® Lo,
where Lo E Pieo(C) and k = deg(L). Wc also dcnote by F(aCo + bio) =
F ® Ox(a) ® 1f*Oc(b) for any sheaf F on X and any a, b E Z.

Let E be an algebraic rank-2 vcctor bllndlc on X with fixed numerical
ehern classes Cl = (Ci, ß) E H2 (X, Z) ~ Z X Z, c2 = 1 E H 4 (X, Z) '" Z,
where Ci, ß, 1 E Z.

Sinee the fibres of 1f are isomorphie to }pI we cau speak about the generic
splitting type of E and we have EI, ~ Of(d) EB O,(J) for a general fibre I,
where ci ~ d, d +,j = a. Tbc integer d is the first nUIllerieal invariant of E.

The seeond nUInerical invariant is obtained by thc following normaliza
tion:

-r = inj{lJ 3L E Pic(C), deg(L) = l, 8.t.HO(JY, E( -dCo) ® 1f*L) -# O}.

We shall denote by M(Q, ß", d, r) or A1(Cl' Cz, d, r) or M the set of iso
morphism classes of algebraic rank-2 vector bunclles on X with fixed ehern
classes CI, C2 and invariants d and r.

With these notations we have the following result (see [B]):
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Theorem 1 FOT every vectoT bundle E E A1 (Cl, C2, ci, r) there exist LI, L 2 E
PicO(C) and Y C X a locally complete intersection 0/ codimension 2 in X,
01' the empty set, such that E is given by an extension

whe1'e Cl = (0:, ß) E Z x Z, C2 = / E Z, d + d = 0:, d 2: cf, r + s = ßJ
l(CI' C2, d, r) := / + a(de - r) - ßd + 2dr - d2e = deg(1,r) 2: O.

Remark. By applying thcorem 1 wc tan obtaill the canonical extensions
used in [Br1], [Br2].
Indeed, let us suppose first that d > d. Fronl the exact sequence (1) it
follows that

so

and

CJx (dCo+ r /0) ® 7r* L2 ~ (7r*7r*E( -rlCo))(dCo).

If d = d then, by applying 7r* to the short exact scqucnce

O-+Ox(r10) ® 7r" L2-+E(-dCo)-+Ox(s/o) ® 7r* LI ® /y-+O

it follows the exact sequence

where ZI is an effective divisor on C with thc support 7r(Y). With the
notation Z = 7r- 1(Zd, by applying 7r* (7r is a Hat JllorphisJll) we obtain thc
following commutative diagram with exact rows

)~
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Prom the injectivity of 7jJ wc obtain the injcctivity of <po Bccause of

we conclude.

Recall that a set M of vector bundles on a C-schcrne ~Y is called bounded
if there exists an algebraic C-scheme T and a vector buudle V on T x X such
that every E E M is isomorphie with ~ = Vltxx for some closed point t E T.

It is well-known (see [K]) that a bounded set of vector bundles has a
quotient structure of algebraic variety. For the next result see [B]:

Theorem 2 The set A1 (Cl, C2, d, r) is bounded.

2 Uniform bundles

In this section we shall use the notations froln section 1.

Definition 3 A 2-vector bundle E is called an uniform burulle if the splitting
type is preserved on all fibres of X.

Theorem 1 allüws us tü give a criterion für uniformness.

Lemma 4 Let f be a fibre of X and let us 81LppOSe that IvnjCj I"V 0 1(-n).
Then Eil I"V CJf(d + n) EB CJj(d' - n).

Pr'oof: We suppose that Elf :: CJf(a) EB Of(a'), whcre a :2: a'. Then we have
a surjective morphism

in virtue of theorem 1. On the üther hand, the restrietion of the sequence

0--1 IY ---70X ---7CJY --10

to f gives a surjective lllorphism

So, we obtain another surjective morphism
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By using the inequalities a 2:: a' 1 d 2:: ci 2: ci - n and thc equality a + a' =
d + ci = a it follows that a' = d' - n and a = cl + n.

Corollary 5 E is an uniform bundle if and only if the set Y (from extension
(1)) is empty.

By means of corollary 5 the uniform bundles are givell by extensions of line
bundles. It is naturally to ask if the converse is true. Unfortunately, this
question has a negative answer, as we shall see.

Proposition 6 On the rationall1tled S711jacc IFe with c 2:: 1 there exist non
uniform bundles given by extensions of line bundles.

For the proof we need some preparations.
Let E be a 2-vector bundle given by an extension

0--+F --+E --+G--+0, (2)

( ')' ( 'C ') *' (' ,where F = 0 x aGa + T fa (9 1r* L 2 , G = 0 x a 0 + s fa 0 1r LI LI' L 2 E
Pieo(G)) are line bundles on X. By Ineans of theorern 1, E sits also in a
canonical extension (1). Ir a 2: a' then E is obviously uniform. So, we shall
suppose that a < a'.

Lemma 7 With the above notations we have d ::; (L'.

Proof: Indeed, by the restrietion of the sequence (2) to a general fibre f we
obtain a surjective morphism

of (d) EB 0 f( ci )--+0f (0.').

If d > 0.', then it follows that cl = 0.' which contraclicts the inequalities
a < 0.' , d 2:: ci (0. + 0.' = d + d').

Lemma 8 1f d = 0.' then Eisuniform.

Froof: Let f be a fibre of X such that t.he splitting type of Elf is different
from the generic splitting type of E. According to letnma 4
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where n > O.
By the restrietion of (2) to I wc obtain a surjcctive morphism

Of(d + n) ffi Of(ci - n)-tOf(d).

Becausc of d + n > d it follows ci - n = d, contradiction.

Lemma 9 Let us suppose that 9 = 0 (i. e...Y is rational). If d = a' then
ErvFffiG.

Proof: Let us observe that we can Supposc, without 1055 of generality, that
a = 0 , r' = 0 (by tensoring the sequences (1) and (2) with 0 x (-aCo- r'10))'
The sequences (1) and (2) become:

o

1
Ox(aCo+ ßlo)

y 14'
0- Ox(dCo+ rio)~ E - Ox(rico+ slo) ® h~ - 0

1
Ox

1
o

with a > O.
The computation of c2(E) in (1') implies

deg(Y) = dd' e - ds - ci T.

Now, d = a anel we deduce, by means of lC1l1111a 8, that deg(Y) = 0 and
d = 0, so S = 0 (wc supposed a > 0).

The morphisln X = cp'lj; is non-zero, otherwisc Ox(aCo + ßlo) C Ox
(which is a contradiction) so X is the Inultiplication by a A E C* and the
assertion follows.
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In this moment, we are able to give the counter-example announceel in
Proposition 6.
Proof of Proposition 6 : Let G be Ox(2Co) anel let F be Ox. Then:

dirn H1(C- 1
) = e + 1 #- O.

For E given by an extension ~ E Ext 1(C, 0 x ), keeping the notations froIn
section 1, we have d :::; 2 (lemma 7) , cl ~ ci , cl + cf = 2 anel l' + s = O.

There are only two possibilities:
(a) d = 2 , ci = 0, which implies E ~ Ox EB Ox(2Co) (lemma 9).
(b) d = ci = 1 allel, in this case, in the canonical extension (1) of E, we have

deg (}') = dci e - ds - ci r = e 2: 1.

By applying corollary 5, all vector bundles given by non-zero extensions from
Ext1(G, Ox) are non-uniform.

3 N on-emptiness of moduli spaces

For a rank-2 vector bundle E, we shall denote by clE and 1'E the invariants
of E, when confusions may appear.

Theorem 10 M (Cl l C2, d, r) is non-ernpty if and only if l := l (Cl, C2, d, r) ~ 0
and one of the following conditions holds:
(1) 2d> a 01',
(II)2d=a, ß-21'5:g+l.

Proof : We observe that if 1\1 #- 0 then, by ITIeanS of the theorem 1, the
elements of M sit bctween 2-vector bundles giyen by extensions of type (1).
So, we conclude that M #- 0 if anel only if in the extensions of type (1) there
are 2-vector bundles with dE = d and rE = 'r.

It is obvious that all the vector bundles given by an extension of type (1)
have dE = cl so we shalllook for bundles with TE = T.

We shall fix LI, L 2 E Pieo(C) ancl Y C X a locally complete interseetion
(ar the empty set) anel we shall denote

NI = CJx(dCo+ sfo) ® 71". LI

N2 = Ox(dCo+ r Jo) ® 71". L2
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and l = deg(Y).
Consider the speetral sequence of tenns

E~,q = HP(X, Extq(ly 0 NI, N2 ))

whieh converges to

We have

extO(Iy 0 lVI, N2 ) ~ N2 0 NIl anel ext l (Iv 0 NI, N2) ~ Oy·.

Eut H 2 (X, N2 ® NIl) = 0 so the exaet sequence of lower terms becomes

O---+HI(X, N2 0 NII)---+Ext'(Iv 0 NI, N2 )---+HO(y, Oy)---+O.

Now, by a result duc to Serre (sec [0-8-8], Chap.I, 5, [8c]) , any element
belonging to the group Ext I (Iv ® NI, lV2 ) which has an invertible image in
HOP" Oy) elefines an extension of the elesireel fOrIn with E a 2-veetor bundle.

We put the sequence (1) uneler the equivalent fonn

O-+Ox-+E(-dCo) @ 1r* L"-+OX((d' - d)Co + (s - r)fo) 01r*(L) @ ly-+O
(3)

wherc L = LI ® L"21
, L

II = Oc(-1') <9 L;;I anel deg(L 'I

) = -1'.
From the definition, it follows T ::; 1'B for cvery bundle E given by an

extension (1). Wc distinguish three cases:
(1) d > d. In this case we shall prove that iVJ is non-enlpty if anel only if
l 2: O. To do this we prove that all vector bunelles frolll extcnsion (1) have
TE = r.

'vVc verify that for all L' E Pic(C) with deg(L' ) < 0 we havc

HO(E( -dCo) 0 1f* (LII

<9 LI)) = 0,

whieh is true because HO (LI) = 0 anel

HO(Ox((d - d)Co + (s - r)fo) ® 1f*(LI ® L;;l ® L') ® I y ) = O.

(11) aO. d = d,T ~ 8. Then M is non-Clnpty if allel only if l ~ O. The proof
runs like in the first case with the remark deg(Oc(s - 1') ®L1@L21 @L') < O.
(1I) bO. d = d, r < s. Then M is non-empty if allel only if l > 0 anel
ß - 2r ::; 9 + l.

Let us see first that the natural isomorphisIll
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lvJ(2d, ß", d, r)-----11'1(0, ß, l, 0, r)

E-:"E( -dCa)

allows 11S to suppose d = cl = 0.
In this case, the sequence (3) becornes

The definition of the second invariant implies that rE = r if and only if
E := 7r.E ® CJc (-rpo) ® Li1 is normalised. EI belong to an extension

(4)

where L = CJc((s - r)po) (9 LI (9 Li1
(9 tJc (-Zd with Zl an effective divisor

on C with support 7r(Y") and card(Y) ::; deg(Zd :::; l = dcg(Y).
According to a result of Nagata ((N] 01' [Ha] Ex.V.2.5) , if EI is normalised

, then

-deg(E
I

) = r - s + deg(Z.) ~ -g

which proves "=}".

For "{::::" we choose y" reduced, obtained by intersection between Co and
l distinct fi bres of X. In this case, Z1 = 7r (Y"), )/,. C Z = 7r-1(Z.).

Wc have thc following short exact sequence

O-tlz-tly-tlycz-tO (5)

and Zl = PI + ... + PI , Z = 11 + ... + 11, where 1i are distinct fibres,
CJz = Oft EB ... EB 0f/ ,Iycz = 0/I(-1) EB ... EB 0!l(-1) .

So, the sequence (5) becomes

0-tlz-tly-tO/I(-1) EB ... EB V f/(-1)-t0.

Tensoring by ](x ® Nil ® NI and taking thc lang cahomology sequence
we obtain an injective map:

By dualizing, it follows that the natural nut})
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Ext l (11," &;; Nb N2 )~ Ext l (Iz ® N I ,lV2 ) ~ Ext l (L, Oe)

is surjective, which shows that all bunclles in (4) are conling from (1) by
applying 1r>1<'

According to [Ha] (Ex. V.2.5), there is a non-empty open set V C
Extl (L, Oe) (don't forget the conditiou s - 7' ~ 9 + l !) such that all ~ E 'I
define nonnalised vector bundles on C.

Now, in Ext l (11' o lVI, N2 ) the set of vector blludles is a non-empty open
set U. It is clear that cp-1 (V) n U -:/= 0 (being open sets in Zariski topology),
so we conc1ude.

4 Moduli of stahle bundles

There is an intcresting relation between the 1l10duli spaces /\1 (Cl, C2, d, r) and
the Qin's sets E,(Cl' C2) (see [Q1], [Q2] for precised definitions).

As in the proof of theorem 10, case (J) we conclllde that if ( is a normal
ized dass reprezenting a non-empty wall of type (Cl, C2) such that l( (Cl, C2) >
o then, for (2d - (t,2r - ß) = ( , EdCl, C2) and 111 (Cl, C2, d, r) are coinci
dent Inodulo a factor of Pieo(C) (Qin workes \vith first ehern class Cl as an
element in Pic(X)).

This is a consequence of the follo\ving facts:
(a) l«(CI' C2) = l(Cl' C2, d, r)
(b) condition (2 < 0 implies 2d > 0:

(c) in the case 2d > a the bundles LI, L 2 aud the set Y from the sequence
(1) are uniquely determined by E.

(d) if l (Cl, C2, d, r) > 0 then in the sequellce (1) the bundles are given
only by non-trivial extensions.

In fact it is not harel to see that /\1 (Cl, C2, d, r) i= (/) iff E, (Cl, C2) -:f:. 0 so,
by means of theorem 10, E«(CI' C2) i= (/) if l,(CI, C2) > O. But we have even
nlore:

Corollary 11 Let ~\ be a mied s7.lrface different frorn pI X pI and let C
be a charr~ber of type (Cl, C2) different frorrt C/0' Then the rnoduli space
MC(CI, C2) # 0.

Praaf: FrOIll theorenl 1.3.3 in [Q2] it follows that

M C(CI,C2) = (Mc1 (CI,C2) - UE(-O(CI,G2))UE,(Cl,C2)', (
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where Cl is thc chamber lying abovc C allel sharing with C a non-empty
COlnmon wall I'V and ( runs over all normalised c1asses representing W. By
the above considerations, it follows that EdCl, C2) =j:. 0 if l(Cl, C2, d, r) > O. It
reIl1ains the casc l(Cl, C2, d, r) = 0 anel it will be sufficicnt to prove that

(see the proof of Theorem 10).
We have

where d - d' = 2d - a = u and r - s = 21' - ß = v. But ( = uCo + vfo is a
nornlalized dass anel this implies that u > 0 anel v < 0 (see [Q1D.

Beeallse H 2(X,lV2 ® NI-I) = 0, thc Rieinallll-Roeh Theorem gives the
eqllality:

Bllt (2 < 0 gives u(2v - ue) < 0; it follows 2v - uc < O.
If 9 ~ 1, then obviously X < O. If 9 = 0, then c 2: 0 anel

X = 1 + v + (u/2)(2(v + 1) - e(u + 1)).

If e 2: 1, then X < O. For e = 0 we get X = r l x r l
, ,vhieh we exduded.

Thus, in all cases X < 0; it follows h l
C·Y, , N2 ® lVt l

) > 0 and the proof is
over.
Remark Let HS suppose that X = pI X pI anel that C is achamber of
type (Cl, C2) lying below a non-empty wall elefincd by a normalized dass
( = uCo + vfo witb v ::; -2. Tben thc salBe condusion as in tbe above
corollary holds.

Indeed, in this case we have X = (1 +v)(l +u). Since v < -1, then again
X< O.
Acknowledgements. The second named rtuthor expresses his gratitude to the
Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik Bonn for its hospitality einring the final
stage of this work.
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